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1. Introduction:The Weak AnthropicPrinciple
Let's begin with a
Definition:

The Anthropic Principle is the drawingof scientific inferences from a
considerationof Man's Place in Nature.

There are various versions of the AnthropicPrinciple.The most conservativeversion
of the AnthropicPrincipleis nothing but a systematic working out of the fact that the
astrophysical(and other scientific) data we have is self-selected due to the fact that
Homo sapiens is a particulartype of intelligent being. This conservativeversion of the
AnthropicPrincipleis called the
Weak Anthropic Principle (WAP):The observedvalues of all physical
quantitiesarenot equallyprobable,butrathertakeon valuesrestrictedby the
fact thatthese quantitiesaremeasuredby a carbon-basedintelligentlife-form
which spontaneouslyevolved on an earthlikeplanetarounda G2 type star.
Again, the Weak AnthropicPrincipleis just a warningto take into account a
grandiosetype of selection bias when interpretingdata. But selection bias is familiarto
scientists. For an astrophysicsexample, suppose we want to know the fractionof all
galaxies that lie in particularranges of brightness.It is not sufficient to list all the galaxies seen according to their brightness,for the simple reason that many galaxies are too
faint to be seen, or are not big enough to be distinguishedfrom stars.Thus our observations are biased towardthe very brightgalaxies. We must thereforecorrectfor this selection bias. All instrumentsare subjectto some sort of selection bias. The Weak Anthropic
Principle merely says that we - Homo sapiens - are also a type of measuringinstrument, and it is necessary to take into accountour special properties(given above) when
interpretingdata. WAP does not claim that our form of life (based on carbon,etc) is the
only possible form of life. One can easily imagine non-carbonbased forms of life, and
indeed, as we shall see, a very speculativeform of the AnthropicPrincipleassumes that
non-carbonforms of life can exist. Such forms of life, if they do exist, are obviously not
subject to the same selection biases thatHomo sapiens is. But equally obviously, Homo
sapiens is subject to the selection biases of Homo sapiens. Thus the Weak Anthropic
Principle must be accepted, for it is just an applicationof standardscientific logic.
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The Dicke-Wheeler Relation
But the Weak AnthropicPrincipleis not trivial,for it leads to unexpectedrelationships between observed quantitiesthat appearto be unrelated!The best example is the
Dicke-Wheeler relation,which gives the measuredage of the universein terms of elementaryparticletime scales and fundamentalinteractionconstants.
Now there is no a priori reason for believing in the existence of any definite unique
relationbetween the age of the universe tU and the various fundamentalconstants. In fact,
if the Universe is open or flat (as the data suggests) tU will eventually sweep out all values between zero and infinity, so all possible relationswill hold at some time. However,
the Weak AnthropicPrinciplesays we (Homo sapiens) must measuretU to have a value
consistent with our carbon-basedspecies having evolved on an earthlikeplanet. This
implies thatthere must have been sufficient time for the elements heavier than helium to
form in stars, and be scatteredby supernovae;thus tUmust be greaterthanlifetime tS of a
typical main sequence star.
Let us make an estimate of main sequence stellarlifetime. The luminosity of a maswhere M is the stelsive staris typically the EddingtonLuminosityLE = 47cGMmpc/ocT,
lar mass, mp is the protonmass, and JTis the Thomsoncross-section. Thus if r_< 10-2 is
the fractionof the star's mass thancan be released throughnuclearburning,ts is roughly
ts

= TiMcL Mc2E/(4GM
= 1(Mc2T)/(4)(GMmpc)2=

((mp/mtp

=

[(2(mp/m

)2]caG-ltp

wheretp= i/m c2 = 10-23secondsis a typicalstronginteractiontimescale,ae e2/ftc = 1/137
is the fine structureconstant(electromagneticforce strength), QG= Gmp2/c 5 x 10-39is the
gravitationalfine structureconstant,andthe electronmass is me. The collectionof constants
in bracketsis of orderunity,so
tS = aG-tp = 1010years.
Further,tUcan't be too many ordersof magnitudelargerthanthis, because otherwise
the gas in the interstellarmediumwill be used up and G2 starscan't form. (This can be
made more precise. The amountof gas availablefor the formationof new starsis, in the
standardtheoriesof starformationin the galaxy,decreasingexponentially.The exponential time constantfor the exhaustionof the interstellargas - a few billion years implies thatessentially no G2's will be formedafter 1012years, On the otherhand,no
G2's can be formedbefore 108 years. Probabilitytheorytells us (e.g., Alder and Roessler
1964, pp. 33-34) thatfor processes characterizedby a constantratio between consecutive
numbers- exponentialdecay is such a case, since (Feller 1968, p. 458) it is approximated by a geometric progression- the most likely time is the geometricmean of 108 years
and 1012years, namely 1010years.) Thus to within a few ordersof magnitude,the expected age of the Universe thatour particularform of life would measureis 1010years, which
should also be the Hubbletime Ho-1,which is roughly the age of the universeSo we have
H0-1 = aGO-ltp 1010 years.

(1)

Thus the Weak AnthropicPrinciplehas allowed us to express Hubble's constantin
terms of the fundamentalconstants,and even to computeit to a few ordersof magnitude.
Again, it is importantto note that (1) need not hold, and indeed won't hold much earlier
and laterin Universal history,since Hubble's "constant"changes with time. [(1) was
derived by Dicke in 1961, and Wheeler laterpointed out thatit implied the Universe must
be at least 1010 lightyearsacross (thatis, HO-1c)in orderto have a single intelligent
species like us. This is why I've termed(1) the Dicke-Wheelerrelation.]
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Dicke could have used (1) to rule out the steady state theory,for in this theory,there is
no necessary relationshipbetween Hubble's constantand the main sequence lifetime, and
the above derivationassumedthe Big Bang. (Missed prediction!)This shows that the
Weak AnthropicPrinciplecan be used to rule out theories.
The CarterInequalityon the Age of the Earth
The Weak AnthropicPrinciplecan also make predictions.Carter(see Barrowand
Tipler, 1986 Section 8.7) has pointed out the additionaltemporalcoincidence:
te = tms

(2)

where te is the length of time to evolve Homo sapiens (4.6 billion years) and tmsis the
length of time the Sun will remainon the main sequence (1010 years). There is no reason
to expect this approximateequality;indeed quite the reverse. We have seen that tmsis
determinedby physical constants,while we would thinkte to be biologically based. Thus
we would expect a priori
te << tms

or

te >> tns

(3)

ratherthan (2), which is actually observed.
Carterhas shown we can explain(2) fromtav>> tmsandthe WeakAnthropicPrinciple,
wheretavis the average time neededto evolve an intelligentspecies on an immortalearthlike planet.Now the Earthis not immortalas a life-containingplanet,for biologicalevolution will cease when the Sun leaves the main sequence.If intelligentlife doesn'tevolve by
then,it will neverevolve. Thus thereis a least upperboundtlubto the time evolutioncan proceed on an earthlikeplanet.But the longerlife exists, the more likely it is for intelligenceto
evolve. If tav>> tms, this meansintelligenceis more likely to appearneartlubthannearthe
beginningof an earthlikeplanet,so most likely te tlub< tms.(Note thatwe need not have
the equalitytlub= tms;somethingotherthatthe deathof the Sun may destroylife on Earth.)
This rough argumentcan be made quantitative.Suppose thereare n crucial steps in the
evolution of intelligence, each so improbableit is unlikely to occur until long aftertlub.
Suppose also thatthe n steps are statisticallyindependentand that the likelihood thatthe
ith step occurs at any given time instantis independentof how long evolution has been
going on. The time independenceof the ith step is justified as follows. Suppose that the ith
step is some propertythatis coded by a gene or a collection of genes. Each generationthe
genome changes, by both reassortmentand mutation.If the rateof genetic change is
roughly constant,and in additionif which genes/codons appearis completely random,then
the likelihood thata given collection of codons or genes will arise at any given instantwill
be time independent.Of course, this time independencewill be only an approximation,for
a given mutationmay be much more likely to give a viable organismif othermutations
have occurredfirst. But I thinkit is a reasonableapproximation.The same argumentcan
be used to justify the statisticalindependenceof the n steps. Now it can be shown (Feller
1968, pp. 328-329, 458-460 of VolumeI and p. 8 of VolumeII) thatthe time independence
of the ith step implies thatthe probabilityit will occur by time t is given by the exponential
distribution.Thus the probabilitythatintelligencewill evolve on an immortalearthlike
planet by time t is given by the productof n exponentialprobabilitydistributions
n
p(t) =

(l-exp[-t/qa]) -

tn

i=l

where ai is the expectation time for the occurrenceof the ith improbablestep. (We have 1

- exp[-t/cai]

t/ca, since t << exi for all t < tlub.) From p(t), we can compute the conditional
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probabilitythatintelligence evolves at time t, given thatit must evolve on or before tlub.
This conditionalprobabilityis
p(intelligence arises by t Iit definitely occurs before tlub) = ytn
where the normalizationy = tlub-nis chosen to make the conditionalprobabilityequal to
one when t = tlub. The expectation<t> for the time to evolve intelligence given that it
does evolve in (O,tlub)
tlub

tlub

0

0

<t> = Jtdp = Jt(tlubn)ntn-ldt = tlubn/(n + 1)

We would expect <t> = te, so we finally obtain
tlub - te < t/n

which is known as Carter'sInequality.
This inequalityis testablein principle;we need only know tluband n. Unfortunately,
modermevolutionarybiology is unableto give us an estimatefor n. But qualitatively,
Carter'sargumentis based on intelligentlife being improbable,so SETI (The Searchfor
Extraterrestrial
Life) is actuallya test of Carter'sargument.If the evolution of one-celled
organismshappensto be one of the improbablesteps (we don't know whetherit is or not),
then it follows thatwe are unlikely to find any sortof life elsewhere in the Solar System.
It is extremely importantto note that the Dicke-Wheelerrelationand the Carter
inequalityrequirethe actual existence of an ensemble out of which we self-select our
observations.For the Dicke-Wheelerrelation,we are by our very existence selecting one
tUout of (0, t very large). For the Carterinequality,we are by our very existence selecting
one earthlikeplanet out of an actualinfinity (in the open or flat case), or out of a near
infinity (closed case). (In fact, it is anotherpredictionof the Carterargumentthat the
Universe is huge. If it were small, then the ensemble would not actuallyexist.)
Domain Universes and the Cosmological Constant
Many moderncosmological models assume thatthe "total"universe (= everything
thatexists) is divided up into what we might call "domainuniverses"of varying sizes in
which the various physical constantsand initial conditions differ.For example, Linde's
EternalChaotic Inflationmodel (Linde 1989) assumes thatthe total universe is composed
of an infinity of domain universes, many of which begin as a Planck-sized (10-33cm)
quantumfluctuationinside anotherdomain universe, and inflate to Hubble size (1010 lyr).
These "child universes"can have differentphysical constants,and will appearto have
differentinitial conditions. However such domain universes arise, in the ensemble of all
of them- i.e., in the total universe- all possibilities are realized. But only in very special subsets is our form of life possible. In this way, WAP self-selection avoids the problem of initial conditions. In fact, any cosmological theorywhich allows differentinitial
conditions (or constants)must generally invoke WAP somewhere.The best example of
this is the WAP solution to the Cosmological ConstantProblem.
The Cosmological ConstantProblemis this (Weinberg1989). Due to quantumfluctuations, the vacuum has energy, and by Lorentzinvariance,the stress-energytensorof vacuum must have the form <T v> = <p>gtv, where <p> is a constant.This gives an effective cosmological constantXeff= X + 8niG<p>,where X is the classical cosmological constant;equivalently,the total vacuumenergy density is
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Pv = <P> + X/87G = keff/87rG

(4)

This vacuumenergydensitygeneratesa universalgravationalforce field: if keff> 0 the
force is repulsiveand if Xeff<0 the force is attractive.Astronomicalobservationsshow that
IpvI< 10-29gm/cm3= 10"7 GeV4. On the basis of dimensionalarguments,we would expect
the energydensityof vacuumto be the PlanckdensityPPk= 5 x 1093gm/cm3,in which case
the two termsin (4) mustcancel to 122 decimalplaces. Therearemany mechanismswhich
can give a vacuumenergydensity,andmost requiresimilarcancellations.For instance,if the
spontaneoussymmetrybreakingin electroweaktheoryis real,thenwe musthave enormous
K(> 108GeV4) beforethe electroweakphasetransitionin orderto have Xeff 0 today.
The WAP solution to the Cosmological ConstantProblemis this. Let us assume the
existence of an ensemble of domain universes with X differentin differentdomain universes. Averagedover all domain universes, the expectationvalue of K is huge (the
Planck density, say), but only when X is very small - as in our domain universe- can
intelligent life develop. We can obtain a lower boundon Pv as follows (Barrowand
Tipler 1986, section 6.9). This lower boundwill be negative. If Pv < 0, Universe expands
and recollapses in time T < 2t[87rGIpvl/3]-1/2,independentof whetherit is closed, flat, or
open (Tipler 1976). As discussed above, we need T > 109 years for our type of intelligence to evolve; i.e., T > 0. 1Ho-1; where Ho-1= [87GpM/3]-1/2 is the value of the
inverse Hubble constantin an approximatelyflat universe and pMoisthe non-vacuum
energy density now. This gives a lower boundof
103pMo> IPV'
The upper(positive)boundon PVhas been obtainedby Weinberg(1987), (1989). If PV>
0, then pv generatesa repulsivegravitationalforce which can preventgravitationalcondensations(formationof starsandplanets).But as long as the non-vacuumenergydensityis less
thanPV,repulsionhas little effect. We know condensationsstartedin our universeat zc > 4,
where z is the redshift,when the densitywas largerthanpM^bythe factor(1 + Zc)3,so if Pv
< 1OOPMo,
the evolutionof our type of life is definitelypossible, since we in fact evolved in
our (domain?)universe.On the otherhand,if PV> 104pM0,thengalaxiesaredisruptedvery
early (severalstargenerationsarenot allowed),andour type life is impossible.
Summarizing,WAP self-selection requires:
-

103pMo< PV < 104pM

(5)

Now the expectation value <pv> computedfrom the ensemble of domain universes in
face of above WAP constraintsdepends on the distributionof pv's. For instance, if it
were a Gaussiandistributionwith peak and standarddeviationequal to positive Planck
density, then WAP puts us in the far tail of the distribution,and the distributionis very
flat over WAP range.Thusany value in range (5) equally likely. On the other hand if
Naturegives us an exponentialdistributionof pv's, with zero probabilityfor negative
pv's, then we would expect an Pv nearerthe upperbound,as happenedin Carter'sexplanation of the age of the Earth.
The crucial point was made by Weinberg(1987, 1989): if Pv is actually measuredto
be non-zero, the only plausible explanationfor such a state of affairsis WAP self-selection! The reason is thatquantumfield theory seems most unlikely to give 122 decimal
cancellation and leave a residual. It is a corollary thatif we actually measure Pv to be
non-zero, this measurementwould be experimentalevidence for other domain universes
where Pv is different.The currentopinion in the physics community (an opinion which I
share) is that in fact some quantumfield mechanismwill be found which gives a cosmological constantof exactly zero. The most promisingproposal to date is the HawkingColeman "babyuniverse"mechanism(see Weinberg(1989) for a discussion). But if this
fails, I would suggest that particlephysicists begin to calculate distributionsfor Pv.
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2. The Strong AnthropicPrinciple
In contrastto the self-selection aspects of Man's Place in Nature,consider the possibility that in some way, intelligent life is essential to the Universe. This idea is called The
Strong Anthropic Principle (SAP). Note thatthereis no ensemble in SAP! In fact, the
existence (or lack of) an ensemble is the basic differencebetween WAP and SAP. Let me
warn the readerthat any version of SAP is VERYspeculative!To emphasize this, Carter
(1989) has suggested thatwe call SAP The StrongAnthropicProposal to distinguishit
from WAP,which is a genuine principleof physics thatwe must accept. A Proposal, on
the other hand, we need not accept;it is merely put forwardfor consideration.Why
should we consider SAP? Let me remindthe readerof two importantfacts:
(1) there is no evidence for intelligence in the Universe today; this strongly suggests it
is unimportantto the Universe.
(2) due to WAP selection, we are viewing the Universe very early in its history.
Thus (2) could counterthe suggestion of (1) if the true significance of life is made
manifest only in the far future.But if life dies out (ultimatelywiped out by the Heat
Death, say), it is hardto see any essential role for life to play. This leads to
The Final Anthropic Principle (FAP):the Universe is sufficiently benign so that
once intelligence first evolves, the laws of physics permit its continuedexistence forever.
I think scientists should take the FAP seriously because we have to have some theory
for the futureof the physical universe- since it unquestionablyexists- and the FAP is
based on the most beautifulphysical postulate:that total death is not inevitable.All other
theories of the futurenecessarily postulatethe ultimateextinction of everything we could
possibly care about. I once visited a nazi deathcamp; thereI was reinforcedin my conviction that thereis nothinguglier thanextermination.We physicists know that a beautiful postulateis more likely to be correctthanan ugly one. Why not adoptthe Postulateof
EternalLife - FAP,that the extinction of everythingwe could possibly care aboutis not
inevitable- at least as a working hypothesis?(See Linde (1989), Abramowiczand Ellis
(1989), and Barrow(1989) for more discussion of FAP.)
The Omega Point Theory
In orderto investigate whetherlife can continue to exist forever,I shall need to define
"life" in physics language. I claim that a "living being"is any entity which codes "information"(in the sense this word is used by physicists) with the informationcoded being
preservedby naturalselection. (I justify this definition in section 8.2 of Barrowand
Tipler 1986). Thus "life" is a form of informationprocessing, and the humanmind- and
the humansoul - is a very complex computerprogram.Specifically, a "person"is
defined to be a computerprogramwhich can pass the TuringTest (See Hofstadterand
Dennett 1981, 69-95 (Chapter5) for a detailed discussion of this test).
There is actually an astonishing similaritybetween the mind-as-computer-program
idea and the medieval Christianidea of the "soul". Both are fundamentally"immaterial": a programis a sequence of integers, and an integer - 2, say- exists "abstractly"
as the class of all couples. The symbol "2" writtenhere is a representationof the number
2, and not the number2 itself. In fact, Aquinas (following Aristotle) defined the soul to
be "the form of activity of the body" . In Aristotelianlanguage, theformal cause of an
action is the abstractcause, as opposed to the materialand efficient causes. For a computer,the programis the formal cause, while the materialcause is the propertiesof the
matterout of which the computeris made, and the efficient cause is the opening and
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closing of electric circuits. For Aquinas, a human soul needed a body to think and feel,
just as a computerprogramneeds a physical computerto run.
Aquinas thoughtthe soul had two faculties: the agent intellect (intellectusagens) and
the receptive intellect (intellectuspossibilis), the formerbeing the ability to acquireconcepts, and the latterbeing the ability to retainand use the acquiredconcepts. Similar distinctions are made in computertheory:generalrules concerningthe processing of information coded in the centralprocessorare analogous to the agent intellect; the programs
coded in RAM or on a tape are analogues of the receptive intellect. (In a Turingmachine,
the analogues are the generalrules of symbol manipulationcoded in the device which
printsor erases symbols on the tape vs. the tape instructions,respectively.)Furthermore,
the word "information"comes from the Aristotle-Aquinas'notion of "form":we are
"informed"if new forms are addedto the receptive intellect. Even semantically,the information theory of the soul is the same as the Aristotle-Aquinastheory.2
The "mind as computerprogram"idea is absolutelycentralto this paper;indeed, it
forms the basis of a revolution now going on in mathematics,physics, and philosophy.
The best defense of the idea can be found in Hofstadterand Dennett's The Mind'sI
(1981), particularlypages 69-95; 109-115; 149-201; and 373-382.
In the language of informationprocessing it becomes possible to say precisely what it
means for life to continue forever.
Definition: I shall say thatlife can continue foreverif:
(1) informationprocessing can continueindefinitely along at least one world line y all
the way to the future"c-boundary"of the universe;that is, until the end of time.
(2) the amountof informationprocessed between now and this futurec-boundaryis
infinite in the region of spacetimewith which the world line Ycan communicate.
(3) the amountof informationstoredat any given time t within this region can go to
infinity as t approachesits futurelimit (this futurelimit of T is finite in a closed universe,
but infinite in an open one, if t is measuredin whatphysicistscall "propertime").
The above is a roughoutline of the more technicaldefinitiongiven in Section 10.7 of
Barrowand Tipler 1986. (See also (Tipler1986) and (Tipler1988)) But let me ignore
details here. Whatis importantare the physical (andethical!)reasonsfor imposingeach of
the above threeconditions.The reasonfor condition 1 is obvious:it simply statesthatthere
must be at least one historyin which life (=informationprocessing)never ends. (See below
for more on what "c-boundary"means.For now, thinkof it as meaning"theend of time.").
Condition 2 tells us two things: First, thatinformationprocessed is "counted"only if
it is possible, at least in principle,to communicatethe results of the computationto the
history y. This is importantin cosmology, because event horizons abound.In the closed
Friedmannuniverse, which is the standard(but over-simplified)model of our actual universe (if it is in fact closed), every comoving observerloses the ability to send light signals to every other comoving observer,no matterhow close. Life obviously would be
impossible if one side of one's brainbecameforever unable to communicatewith the
other side. Life is organization,and organizationcan only be maintainedby constant
communicationamong the differentpartsof the organization.The second thing condition
2 tells us is that the amountof informationprocessed between now and the end of time is
potentially infinite. I claim that it is meaningfulto say that life exists forever only if the
numberof thoughts generatedbetween now and the end of time is actually infinite. But
we know that each "thought"correspondsto a minimumof one bit being processed. In
effect, this partof condition 2 is a claim thattime durationis most properlymeasuredby
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the thinkingrate, ratherthanby propertime as measuredby atomic clocks. The length of
time it takes an intelligent being to process one bit of information- to thinkone thought
- is a direct measureof "subjective"time, and hence is the most importantmeasureof
time from the perspectiveof life. A person who has thought 10 times as much, or experienced 10 times as much (thereis no basic physical difference between these options) as
the averageperson has in a fundamentalsense lived 10 times as long as the averageperson, even if the rapidthinkingperson's chronologicalage is shorterthanthe average.
The distinctionbetween properand subjectivetime crucial to condition 2 is strikingly
similarto a distinctionbetween two forms of durationin Thomist philosophy.Recall that
Aquinas distinguishedthree types of duration.The first was tempus,which is time measuredby change in relations(positions, for example) between physical bodies on Earth.
Tempusis analogous to propertime; change in both humanminds and atomic clocks is
proportionalto propertime, and for Aquinasalso, tempuscontrolledchange in corporeal
minds. But in Thomist philosophy,durationfor incorporealsentientbeings- angels is controllednot by matter,but ratheris measuredby change in the mental states of these
beings themselves. This second type of duration,called aevum by Aquinas,is clearly
analogous to what I have termed"subjectivetime".Tempusbecomes aevum as sentience
escapes the bonds of matter.Analogously,condition 2 requiresthat thinkingrates are
controlledless and less by propertime as X approachesits futurelimit. Tempusgradually
becomes aevum in the future.(The thirdtype of Thomist durationis aeternitas, which can
be thoughtof as "experiencing"all past, present,and futuretempusand aevum events in
the universe all at once. But more of aeternitaslater.)
Condition 3 is imposed because althoughcondition 2 is necessaryfor life to exist forever, it is not sufficient. If a computerwith a finite amountof informationstorage- such
a computeris called afinite state machine- were to operateforever,it would startto
repeatitself over and over. The psychological cosmos would be thatof Nietzsche's
EternalReturn.Every thoughtand every sequence of thoughts,every action and every
sequence of actions, would be repeatednot once but an infinite numberof times. It is
generally agreed (by everyone but Nietzsche) that such a universe would be morally
repugnantor meaningless. Only if condition 3 holds in additionto condition 2 can a psychological EternalReturnbe avoided. Also, it seems reasonableto say that "subjectively," a finite state machineexists for only a finite time even thoughit may exist for an infinite amountof propertime and process an infinite amountof data. A being (or a sequence
of generations)thatcan be truly said to exist foreverought to be physically able, at least
in principle, to have new experiences and to thinknew thoughts.
Let us now considerwhetherthe laws of physics will permitlife/informationprocessing to continue forever.John Von Neumannand othershave shown that informationprocessing (more precisely, the irreversiblestorageof information)is constrainedby the first
and second laws of thermodynamics.Thus the storageof a bit of informationrequiresthe
expenditureof a definite minimumamountof availableenergy, this amountbeing
inversely proportionalto the temperature(See Section 10.6 of Barrowand Tipler 1986
for the exact formula).This means it is possible to process and store an infinite amountof
informationbetween now and the Final State of the universeonly if the time integralof
P/T is infinite, where P is the power used in the computation,and T is the temperature.
Thus the laws of thermodynamicswill permitan infinite amountof informationprocessing in the future,providedthereis sufficient availableenergy at all futuretimes.
What is "sufficient"depends on the temperature.In the open and flat ever-expanding
universes, the temperaturedrops to zero in the limit of infinite time, so less and less energy per bit processed is requiredwith the passage of time. In fact, in the flat universe,only
afinite total amountof energy suffices to process an infinite numberof bits! This finite
energyjust has to be used sparinglyover infinite futuretime. On the other hand,closed
universes end in a final singularityof infinite density, and the temperaturediverges to
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infinity as this final singularityis approached.This means that an ever-increasingamount
of energy is requiredper bit near the final singularity.However, most closed universes
undergo"shear"when they recollapse, which means they contractat differentrates in different directions (in fact, they spend most of theirtime expandingin one directionwhile
contractingin the other two!). This shearinggives rise to a radiationtemperaturedifference in differentdirections,and this temperaturedifference can be shown to provide sufficient free energy for an infinite amountof informationprocessing between now and the
final singularity,even though thereis only afinite amountof propertime between now
and the end of time in a closed universe.Thus althougha closed universe exists for only a
finite propertime, it neverthelesscould exist for an infinite subjectivetime, which is the
measureof time thatis significantfor living beings.
But althoughthe laws of thermodynamicspermitconditions 1 through3 to be satisfied, this does not mean thatthe other laws of physics will. Its turnsout that althoughthe
energy is available in open and flat universes, the informationprocessing must be carried
out over largerand largerpropervolumes. This fact ultimatelymakes impossible any
communicationbetween opposite sides of the "living"region, because the redshift
implies thatarbitrarilylarge amountsof energy must be used to signal (This difficulty
was first pointed out by FreemanDyson.). This gives the
First Testable Prediction of the Omega Point Theory: the universe must be closed.
However, as I statedearlier,thereis a communicationproblemin most closed universes - event horizonstypically appear,therebypreventingcommunication.But thereis a
rareclass of closed universeswhich don't have event horizons,which means by definition
thatevery world line can always send light signals to every otherworld line. Now Roger
Penrose has found a way to define precisely what is meantby the "boundary"of spacetime, where time ends. In his definitionof the "c-boundary",world lines are said to end in
the same "point"on this boundaryif they can remainin causal contactunto the end of
time. If they eventuallyfall out of causal contactthen they are said to terminatein different
c-boundarypoints. Thus the c-boundaryof these rareclosed universeswithoutevent horizons consists of a single point. For reasons given in Section 10.6 of Barrowand Tipler
1986 (see also Section 3.7 ), it turnsout thatinformationprocessingcan continueonly in
closed universes which end in a single c-boundarypoint, andonly if the informationprocessing is ultimatelycarriedout throughoutthe entireclosed universe.Thus we have the
Second Testable (?) Prediction of the Omega Point Theory: the futurec-boundary
of the universe consists of a single point; call it the Omega Point. (Hence the name of the
theory.)
It is possible to obtain other predictions.For example, a more detailed analysis of how
energy must be used to store informationleads to the
Third Testable Prediction of the Omega Point Theory: the density of particlestates
must diverge to infinity as the energy goes to infinity, but neverthelessthis density of
states must diverge no faster thanthe squareof the energy .
The Omega Point has an interestingproperty.Mathematically,the c-boundaryis a completion of spacetime:it is not actuallyin spacetime,butratherjust "outside"it. If one looks
more closely at the c-boundarydefinition,one sees thata c-boundaryconsistingof a single
point is formallyequivalentto the entirecollection of spacetimepoints. In effect, all the differentinstantsof universalhistoryare collapsedinto the Omega Point;"duration"for the
Omega Point can be regardedas equivalentto the collection of all experiencesof all life
thatdid, does, and will exist in the whole of universalhistory,togetherwith all non-living
instants.This "duration"is very close to the idea of aeternitasof Thomistphilosophy.We
could say thataeternitasis equivalentto the unionof all aevumand tempus.
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This identificationof the Omega Point with the whole of the past, present,and future
universalhistory is more than a mere mathematicalartifact.The identificationreally
does mean that the Omega Point "experiences"the whole of universal history "all at
once!" For consider what it means for us to "experience"an event. It means we think and
emote about an event we see, hear,feel, etc. Considerfor simplicityjust the "seeing"
mode of sensing. We see anothercontemporaryperson by means of the light rays thatleft
her a fractionof a second ago. But we cannot "see" a person thatlived a few centuries
before, because the light rays from said person have long ago left the solar system.
Conversely,we cannot "see" the AndromedaGalaxy as it now is, but ratherwe "see" it as
it was 2 million years ago. So we experience as "simultaneous"the events on the boundary of our past light cone (for the seeing mode; it is more complicatedfor all other modes
of sensing, for we experience as simultaneousevents which reach us at the same instant
along certaintimelike curves from inside our past light cone).
But all timelike and lightlike curves converge upon the Omega Point. In particular,all
the light rays from all the people who died a thousandyears go, from all the people now
living, and from all the people who will be living a thousandyears from now, will intersect there.The light rays from those people who died a thousandyears ago are not lost
forever;ratherthese rays will be interceptedby the Omega Point. Or to put it another
way, these rays will be interceptedand interceptedagain, by the living beings who have
engulfed the physical universe nearthe Omega Point. All the informationwhich can be
extractedfrom these rays will be extractedat the instantof the Omega Point. The beings
existing at that last instantof time can experience the whole of time simultaneouslyjust
as we experience simultaneouslythe AndromedaGalaxy and a person in the room with
us. (I should warn the readerthat I have ignoredthe problemof opacity and the problem
of loss of coherence of the light. Until these are taken into account, I cannot say exactly
how much informationcan in fact be extractedfrom the past. But at the most basic ontological level, all the informationfrom the past [= all of universalhistory]remainsin the
physical universe and is available for analysis.)
The preceding analysis was entirelyclassical. However, since the existence of life for
infinite subjectivetime requiresthe universeto actually achieve the final singularitythe Omega Point- the Omega Point theoryis necessarilya quantumcosmological theory: almost all of subjectiveexperience occurs afterthe universe has recollapsedpast the
Planck size! I shall briefly outline how one quantizesthe Omega Point Theory.
In classical generalrelativity,a spacetimeis generatedfrom its initialdatain the following manner.One is given a 3-dimensionalmanifoldS, and on S the non-gravitationalfields
F (and theirappropriatederivativesF'), andtwo tensorfields h andK, with (F, F', h,K) satisfying certainequationscalled constraintequations.The constraintequationssay nothing
aboutthe time evolution;ratherthey are to be regardedas consistencyconditionsamongst
the fields (F, F',h,K)which must be satisfiedat every instantof time. The physicalinterpretationof h is thatof a spatialmetricof the manifoldS, and so S and (F,F',h,K)togetherrepresentthe entirespatialuniverseat an instantof universaltime. S and (F, F',h,K)arecalled
the initialdata.We now try to find a 4-dimensionalmanifoldM with metricg and spacetime non-gravitationalfields F such that(1) M containsS as a submanifold;(2) g restricted
to S is the metrich, and (3) K is the "extrinsiccurvature"of S in M (roughlyspeaking,K
says how rapidlyh is changingin "time").The manifoldM and the fields (g,F) are then the
whole of physicalreality,includingthe underlyingbackgroundspacetime(thatis, (M,g)),
the gravitationalfield (representedby the spacetimemetricg), and all the non-gravitational
fields (given by F). Therewill be infinitelymany such M's andg's, butone can cut down
the numberby requiringthatg satisfiesthe Einsteinfield equationseverywhereon M, and
thatthe Einsteinfield equationsreduceto the constraintequationson S.
But even requiringthe Einsteinequationsto hold everywhereleaves infinitely many
spacetimes (M,g) which are generatedfrom the same initial data at the spacetime instant
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S. To see this, suppose we have found a spacetime (M,g) which in fact has S and its initial data as the spatial universe at some instantto of universaltime. Pick anotheruniversal
time tl to the futureof to and cut away all of the spacetimein (M,g) to the futureof tl
(including the spatial instantcorrespondingto tl.) This gives a new spacetime (M',g)
which coincides with (M,g) to the past of tl, but which has absolutely nothing- no
space, no time, no matter- to the futureof tl. Clearly,both (M,g) and (M',g) are spacetimes which are both generatedfrom S and its initial data.Furthermore,the Einstein
equations are satisfied everywhereon both spacetimes.There are infinitely many ways
we can cut away (M,g) in this way, so there is an infinity of (M',g)'s we can construct.
True, the universe (M',g) ends abruptlyat tl, for no good reason. But what of that?The
point is, the field equationsthemselves cannot tell us that the physical universe should
continue past the time tl. Rather,in classical generalrelativityone must impose as a separateassumption,over and above the assumptionof the field equationsand the initial
data, that the physical universe must continue in time until the field equationsthemselves
tell us that time has come to an end (at a spacetime singularity,say).
It is possible to prove (Hawking and Ellis 1973, Chapter7) that there is amongst all
the mathematicallypossible (M',g)-we might call these "possible worlds"- a unique
"maximal"spacetime (M,g) which is generatedby the initial data on S. "Maximal"
means that the spacetime (M,g) contains any other (M',g) generatedby the initial data on
S as a propersubset. In other words, (M,g) is the spacetimewe get by continuingthe time
evolution until the field equationsthemselves won't allow us to go further.This maximal
(M,g) is the naturalcandidatefor the spacetimethat is actualized,but it is importantto
keep in mind that this is a physical assumption:all of the (M',g) are possible worlds, and
any one of these possible worlds could have been the one thatreally exists.
Once we have the maximal (M,g) generatedfrom a given S and its initial data, there is
an infinity of other choices of 3-dimensionalmanifolds in M which we could pictureas
generating(M,g). For example, we could regardthe spatialuniverse and the fields it contains now as "S with its initial data",or we could regardthe universe a thousandyears
ago as "S with its initial data".Both would give the same (M,g) since the Einstein equations are deterministic.Everythingthathas happenedand will happenis contained
implicitly in the initial data on S. There is nothing new underthe sun in a deterministic
theory like general relativity.One could even wonder why time exists at all since from an
informationstandpointit is quite superfluous.(I'll suggest an answer to this question in
the next Section.) None of the infinity of initial data manifolds in (M,g) can be uniquely
regardedas generatingthe whole of spacetime (M,g). Each contains the same information, and each will generatethe same (M,g), including all the other initial data manifolds.
Even in deterministictheories,relationshipsbetween physical entities are differentat
different times. For example, two particlesmoving underNewtonian gravity are now 2
meters apart(say), and a minute later4 meters apart.This is trueeven though given the
initial position and velocities when they were 2 meters apart,it is determinedthen that
they will be 4 meters aparta minute later.The questionis, will the totality of relationships
at one time become the same (or nearly the same) at some later time? If this happens,
then we have the horrorof the EternalReturn.As is well-known, it is possible to prove
that the EternalReturnwill occur in a Newtonian universeprovided said universe is finite
in space and finite in the range of velocities the particlesare allowed to have. It is possible to prove that in classical general relativity (Tipler 1979; 1980), the EternalReturn
cannot occur. That is, the physical relationshipsexisting now between the fields will
never be repeated,nor will the relationshipsever returnto approximatelywhat they now
are. What happensis that the Einstein field equations will not permit the gravitational
equivalent of the "rangeof velocities" to be finite: the range simply must eventually
become infinite. Thus history,understoodas an unrepeatabletemporalsequence of relationships between physical entities, is real.
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Since I am interestedhere in discussing quantumcosmology, I am virtuallyforced
into adoptingthe Many WorldsInterpretation,because only in this interpretationis it
meaningfulto talk about a quantumuniverseand its ontology. The Copenhagen
Interpretationassumes thata process called "wave functionreduction"eliminatedquantum effects on cosmological scales an exceedingly shorttime afterthe Big Bang, so the
universe today is not quantumexcept on very small scales. The problemwith this
assumptionis that the wave functionreductionprocess is almost entirelymysterious
we have no rules for deciding what materialentity can reduce wave functions- so it is
impossible to give a sharpanalysis of contingency when this process is operating.The
Many WorldsInterpretationdoes not sufferfrom this drawback:there is no reductionof
the wave function,physical reality is completely describedby the wave function of the
universe, there is an equation (the Wheeler-DeWittequation)for this wave function, and
the universe is just as quantumnow as it was in the beginning.Of course, the Many
WorldsInterpretationmay be wrong;most physicists thinkit is (most physicists thinkit's
nonsense). But the overwhelmingmajorityof people working on quantumcosmology
subscribeto some version of the Many WorldsInterpretation,simply because the mathematics forces one to accept it. The mathematicsmay be a delusion, with no reference in
physical reality.Or the situationmay be similarto thatof early 17th centuryphysics:
astronomersbelieved the Earthwent aroundthe Sun, because the mathematicsof the
Coperican system forced them to. But few other scholarsor ordinarypeople believed the
Earthmoved. Their own senses told them it did not. I shall adoptthe Many Worlds
Interpretationin what follows. For a more detailed defense of this interpretationsee
Section 7.2 of Barrowand Tipler 1986.
In quantumcosmology the universeis representedby a wave function P(h,F,S),where
as in classical generalrelativity,h andF arerespectivelythe spatialmetricand the nongravitationalfields given on a 3-dimensionalmanifoldS. The initialdatain quantumcosmology are not (h,F) given on S as was the case in classical generalrelativity,butrather
P(h,F,S)andits firstderivatives.Fromthis initialdata,the Wheeler-DeWittequationdetermines W(h,F,S)for all values of h andF. In otherwords,the wave function,not the metric
or the non-gravitationalfield, is the basic physicalfield in quantumcosmology. It is the initial wave function(andappropriatederivatives)thatmust be given, but once given, it is
determinedeverywhere.Whatwe thinkof as the most basic fields in classical generalrelativity,namely h andF, play the role of coordinatesin quantumcosmology. But this does not
mean h andF are unreal.They are as real as they arein classical theory.But it does mean
more thanone h andF exist on S at the same time! To appreciatethis, recall thatthe classical metrich(x) is a functionof the spatialcoordinateson the manifoldS. This metrichas
(non-zero)values at all pointson S; thatis, for the entirerangeof the coordinatesas they
vary over S, which is to say, as we go fromone point to anotherin the universe.Each value
of h(x) is equallyreal, and all of the values of h at all of the pointsof S exist simultaneously.
Similarly,the pointsin the domainof the wave functionT(h,F,S) are the variouspossible
values of h andF, each set (h,F) correspondingto a completeuniverseat a given instantof
is thateach of these universes
time. The centralclaim of the Many WorldsInterpretation
actuallyexists, just as the differenth(x) exist at the variouspointsof S: Quantumrealityis
made up of an infinitenumberof universes(worlds).Of course, we are not awareof these
worlds- we are only awareof one- but the laws of quantummechanicsexplain this:we
must generallybe as unawareof these parallelworldsas we are of our motion with the
Eartharoundthe Sun. (In extremeconditions,for instancenearsingularities,it is possible
for the worlds to effect each otherin a moreobvious way thanthey do now.)
To fix the classical initialdata,we pick afunction h(x) out of an infinitenumberof possible metricfunctionswhich could have been on S. All of these possible worldscomprisea
functionspace.To fix the quantuminitialdata,we pick a wavefunction P(h,F,S) out of an
infinitenumberof possible wave functionswhich could have been on the classical function
space (h,F). Remember,however,thatall values of the functionspace (h,F) really are on S
simultaneously.In quantumcosmology, the collectionof all possible wave functionsforms
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the set of the possible worlds;whatis contingentis which single uniqueuniversalwave
functionis actualized.But the possible worldsof classical cosmology - the space of all
physically possible (h,F) on S - are no longercontingent.All of them are actualized.
In classical deterministicgeneral relativity,we had a philosophicalproblem with time:
since everything that did or will happenedwas coded in the initial fields on S, time evolution appearedsuperfluous.What was the point of having time? The problemis solved in
quantumcosmology: there is no time! The universalwave function P(h,F,S) is all there
is, and there is no referenceto a 4-dimensionalmanifold M or a 4-dimensionalmetric g
in the wave function. At the most basic ontological level, time does not exist. Everything
is on the 3-dimensionalmanifold S. How can this be? Of course we see time! Or do we?
What we see is relationshipsbetween objects - configurationsof physical fields -in
space. In the discussion of the EternalReturn,I arguedthat time and history could be
truly real only if the spatialrelationshipsbetween the various fields never returnedto a
previous state. In quantumcosmology, thereis no spacetimein which the spatialrelationships between fields can change. Rather,all we have is paths (trajectories)in the collection (h,F) of all possible relationshipsbetween the physical fields on S. But this is
enough, because each such path defines a history,a complete spacetime.
To understandthis, imagine that we are at a point P in (h,F), and have selected a particularpath g in (h,F) startingat P. Each point, remember,correspondsto an entire universe (spatially). As we go along g, the relationshipsbetween the physical fields vary
smoothly from their values at P. This variation would appear as temporalvariation from
inside the path y, because each point on y is a complete spatial universe, and thus the
sequence of points constitutea sequence of spatialuniverses. But this is exactly the same
as the classical 4-dimensionalmanifold M with its spacetime metricy and spacetime
fields F, which in the above classical analysis we obtainedas an extension of S and its
fields! Each path in (h,F) thus is an entire classical universalhistory,an entire spacetime.
All paths in (h,F) really exist, which necessarily means that all - and I mean all histories which are consistent with the "stuff"of the universe being (h,F) really exist. In
particular,even histories which are grossly inconsistentwith the laws of physics really
occur! Closed paths in (h,F) obviously exist, so there are histories in which the Eternal
Returnis true. There are also real histories leading to our presentlyobserved state of the
universe (the point P in (h,F)) in which real historicalcharacters- for instance Julius
Caesar- never existed. What happensin such a history is that the physical fields rearrange themselves over time (more accurately,over the pathcorrespondingto this strange
history) to create false memories, including not only humanmemories but also the "memories" in a huge numberof writtenrecords and in massive monuments.Just as there is an
infinity of actualpasts which have led to the present state, so there is an infinity of really
existing futureswhich evolve from the present state. So every consistent futureis not
only possible but it really happens.But not all futuresare equally likely to be seen. That
is, there is one path in (h,F) leading from a given point P which is overwhelmingly more
likely to follow from P than all the others. This path is called the classical path. Along
this path, the laws of physics hold, and memories are reliable. A classical path in (h,F)
very closely resembles a classical spacetime (M,g) obeying the Einstein equations.
So far I have not said what the wave function ' itself does. But it must do something
physically detectable, something not coded in the fields (h,F) alone. If it did not exert
some physical effect, we could just omit it from physics; it would have no real existence.
But I claimed above thatv was a real field, something as real as the fields (h,F).
What v does is determinethe set of all classical paths, and also the "probabilities"
which are associated with each point and each path in (h,F). A wave function is a complex function, and all complex functions are actually two functions, a "magnitude"and a
"phase".The classical paths are by definition those which are perpendicularto the sur-
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faces of constantphase. The squareof the magnitudeat a point P in (h,F) is the "probability" of thatpoint. The physicists Heisenbergand Mott showed mathematicallythat if
"probability"has its usual meaning, then given the fact that we are (approximately)at P,
the conditionalprobabilityof going to a nearbypoint Q is maximumif Q lies along the
classical path throughP. The relative probabilityis very close to 1 on the classical path,
and it drops rapidlyto 0 as one moves away from the classical pathconnecting P and Q.
(See Section 7.2 of Barrowand Tipler 1986 for details about how this works.)
What must be shown is that the squareof the magnitudeis in fact a "probability"in
the usual sense. This is done as follows. We obviously can't get hold of the wave function
of the entire universe, but we can preparein the laboratorya numberN of electrons with
the same spin wave function. Suppose we measurethe verticalcomponentof the electron
spin. It turnsout that this componentcan have only two values, spin up and spin down. If
the wave function is not in what is called "aneigenstate"of spin up or spin down - in
general the electron wave function would not be in an eigenstate, so let's suppose it's not
- then each time we measurethe verticalcomponentof an electronin our ensemble of N
electrons, we will get a differentanswer.Some of the electrons will be found to have spin
up, and the others will have spin down. We can't predictbefore the measurementwhat
the vertical componentof thatparticularelectron will be. But it can be shown that if we
compute the relative frequencywith which we get spin up, then this numberapproaches
the squareof the magnitudeof the wave function evaluatedat "spin up" as the numberN
of electrons in the ensemble approachesinfinity.And experimentally,this is what we see.
All the physics is containedin the wave function.In fact, the laws of physics themselves are completely superfluous.They are coded in the wave function. The classical
laws of physics arejust those regularitieswhich are seen to hold along a classical path by
observersin that classical path. Along otherpaths, there would be otherregularities,different laws of physics. And these otherpaths exist and hence these other laws of physics
really hold; it is just extremely unlikely we will happento see them operating.The
Wheeler-DeWittequationfor the wave function is itself quite superfluous.It is merely a
crutchto help us to find the actual wave functionof the universe. If we knew the boundary conditions which the actual universalwave function satisfied, then we could derive
the Wheeler-DeWittequation,which is just a particularequation(among many) which
the wave function happensto satisfy. Thus in quantumcosmology, there is no real contingency in the laws of physics. Any law of physics holds in some path, and the law of
physics governing the universalwave functioncan be derived from that wave function.
All the contingency in quantumcosmology is in the wave function, or rather,in the
boundaryconditions which pick out the wave functionwhich actually exists. The wellknown Hartle-Hawkingboundarycondition, which says that "the universalwave function
is thatwave function for which the Feynmansum over all the paths (classical and otherwise) leading to a given point P is over paths thathave no boundaries(more precisely, the
4-dimensional manifold correspondingto a given pathis a compact manifold whose only
boundaryis P)" is one such boundarycondition. I should like to propose the
Teilhard Boundary Condition for the universal wave function:
The wave function of the universeis thatwave function for which all classical
paths terminatein a (future)Omega Point, with life coming into existence along at
least one classical path and continuinginto the futureforever all the way into the
Omega Point.
The TeilhardBoundaryConditionis enormouslyrestrictive.For example, since classical
paths are undefinedat zeros of the wave function, we immediatelyhave
Fourth Testable Prediction of the Omega Point Theory: the universalwave function
must have no zeros in the spacetimedomain.
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It turnsout (as one might expect) thatthe Hartle-Hawkingboundaryconditiondoes not
satisfy the Teilhardboundarycondition.I have a roughargumentthatone can construct
simple quantizedFriedmanncosmological models in which all classical pathsterminatein
an Omega Point, but I don't know yet what the existence of life requiresof a wave function.
So at presentI can only conjecture,not prove, thata wave functionsatisfyingthe Teilhard
BoundaryConditionin its full generalityexists mathematically.(This is not unusual;there
is also no generalexistence proof yet for the Hartle-Hawkingboundarycondition.)
3. The Universe Necessarily Exists: A Strong AnthropicOntological Argument
Ever since Kant showed that"existence is not a predicate",most philosophershave
felt ontological argumentsto be invalid; thatis, they have believed it impossible to prove
the existence of anythingby means of logic alone . I want to claim this is incorrect;I
think you can prove that the universe necessarily exists. The proof will be based on an
analysis of what the word "existence"means.
Let us begin with some computermetaphysics.Much of computerscience is devoted
to making simulations of phenomenain the physical world. In a simulation,a mathematical model of the physical object understudy is coded in a program.The model includes
as many attributesof the real physical object as possible (limited of course by the knowledge of these attributes,and also by the capacity of the computer).The runningof the
programevolves the model in time. If the initial model is accurate,if enough key features
of the real object are capturedby the model, the time evolution of the model will mimic
with fair accuracythe time developmentof the real object, and so one can predictthe
most importantkey aspects which the real object will have in the future.
Suppose we try to simulate a city full of people. Such simulationsare being attempted
now, but at a ludicrouslyinaccuratelevel. But suppose we imagine more and more of the
attributesof the city being included in the simulation.In particular,more and more properties of each individualperson are included. In principle,we can imagine a simulation
being so good thatevery single atom in each person and each object in the city and the
propertiesof each atom having an analogue in the simulation.Let us imagine, in the limit,
a simulationthat is absolutely perfect:each and every propertyof the real city, and each
and every real propertyof each real person in the real city is representedprecisely in the
simulation.Furthermore,let us imagine that when the programis run on some gigantic
computer,the temporalevolution of the simulatedpersons and their city precisely mimics
for all time the real temporalevolution of the real people and the real city.
The key question is this: do the simulatedpeople exist? As far as the simulatedpeople
can tell, they do. By assumption,any action which the real people can and do carryout to
determineif they exist- reflecting on the fact thatthey think, interactingwith the environment- the simulatedpeople also can do, and in fact do do. There is simply no way for
the simulatedpeople to tell thatthey are "really"inside the computer,that they are merely
simulated,and not real. They can't get at the real substance,the physical computer,from
where they are, inside the program.One can imagine the ultimatesimulation,a perfect
simulationof the entire physical universe,containingin particularall people which the
real universe contains, and which mimics perfectly the actualtime evolution of the actual
universe. Again, there is no way for the people inside this simulateduniverse to tell that
they are merely simulated,that they are only a sequence of numbersbeing tossed around
inside a computer,and are in fact not real.
How do we know we ourselves are not merely a simulationinside a gigantic computer? Obviously, we can't know. But I thinkit is clear we ourselves really exist. Therefore,
if it is in fact possible for the physical universe to be in precise one to one correspondence
with a simulation,I think we should invoke the Identityof Indiscerniblesand identity the
universe and all of its perfect simulations.(For more discussion of whethera simulation
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must be regardedas real if it copies the real universe sufficiently closely, see (Hofstadter
and Dennett 1981), particularlypages 73-78, 94-99, and 287-320.)
But is it possible for the universeto be in precise one-to-one correspondencewith
some simulation?I think that it is, if we generalizewhat we mean by simulation.In computer science, a simulationis a program,which is fundamentallya map from the set of
integers into itself. That is, the instructionsin the programtell the computerhow to go
from the present state, representedby a sequence of integers,to the subsequentstate, also
representedby a sequence of integers. But remember,we don't really need the physical
computer;the initial sequence of integers and the generalrule (instructionsor map) for
replacing the present sequence by the next is all thatis required.But the generalrule can
itself be representedas a sequence of integers. So, if time were to exist globally, and if
the most basic things in the physical universe and the time steps between one instantand
the next were discrete, then the whole of spacetimewould definitely be in one to one correspondencewith some program.But time may not exist globally (it doesn't if standard
quantumcosmology is true), and it may be thatthe substancesof the universe are continuous fields and not discrete objects (in all currentphysical theories,the basic substances
are continuousfields). So, if the actualuniverseis describedby somethingresembling
currenttheories, it cannot be in one to one correspondencewith a standardcomputerprogram, which is based on integermappings.There is currentlyno model of a "continuous"
computer.Turingeven arguedthat such a thing is meaningless! (There are definitions of
"computablecontinuousfunctions,"but none of the definitions are really satisfactory.)
Let's be more broadminded about what is to count as a simulation.Considerthe collection of all mathematicalconcepts . Let us say thata perfect simulationexists if the
physical universe can be put into one to one correspondencewith some mutually
consistent subcollections of all mathematicalconcepts. In this sense of "simulation"the
universecan certainlybe simulated,because "simulation"then amountsto saying thatthe
universecan be exhaustively "described"in a logically consistent way. Note that
"described"does not requirethat we or any otherfinite (or infinite) intelligent being can
actually find the description.It may be thatthe actual universeexpands into an infinite
hierarchyof levels whenever one tries to describe it exhaustively.In such a case, it would
be impossible to find a Theory of Everything.Nevertheless,it would still be true that a
"simulation"in the more general sense existed if each level were in one to one correspondence with some mathematicalobject, and if all levels were mutuallyconsistent ("consistency" meaning that in the case of disagreementbetween levels, there is a rule - itself a
mathematicalobject - for deciding which level is correct).The crucial point of this generalizationis to establish that the actualphysical universeis somethingin the collection
of all mathematicalobjects. This follows because the universe has a perfect simulation,
and we agree to identify the universewith its perfect simulation.Thus at the most basic
ontological level, the physical universeis a concept.
But of course not all concepts exist physically. But some do. Whichones? The
answer is provided by our earlier analysis of programs. The simulationswhich are sufficiently complex to contain observers- thinking,feeling beings - as subsimulations
exist physically. And further,they exist physically by definition:for this is exactly what
we mean by existence, namely, thatthinkingand feeling beings think and feel themselves
to exist. Remember,the simulatedthinkingand feeling of simulatedbeings are real. Thus
the actualphysical universe- the one in which we are now experiencingour own simulated thoughtsand simulatedfeelings, exists necessarily,by definition of what is meant
by existence. Physical existence is just a particularrelationshipbetween concepts.
Existence is a predicate,but a predicateof certainvery, very complex simulations.It is
certainlynot a predicateof simple concepts, for instance"100 thalers."
With equal necessity, many differentuniverseswill exist physically. In particular,a
universe in which we do something slightly differentfrom what we actuallydo in this one
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will exist (providedof course that this action does not logically contradictthe structureof
the rest of the universe). But this is nothing new; it is alreadypresentin the ontology of
the Many-WorldsInterpretation.Exactly how many universesreally exist physically
depends on your definition of "thinkingand feeling being". If you adopt a narrowdefinition - such a being must have at least our humancomplexity - then the range of possible universes appearsquite narrow:The AnthropicCosmological Principle (Barrowand
Tipler 1986) is devoted to a discussion of how finely tuned our universe must be if it is to
contain beings like ourselves. (Althoughthe above discussion of existence comes entirely
from physics, namely the physics of computersimulationand the MWI, the conclusions
are essentially the same as those of the philosophersPlantinga(1974) and lewis (1986, p.
73) on the necessary existence of all possible worlds. Plantingaand Lewis are motivated
by an analysis of the meaning of modal logic.)
What happensif a universal simulationstops tomorrow?Does the universe collapse
into non-existence? Certainlysuch terminatingsimulationsexist mathematically.But if
there is no intrinsicreason visible from inside the simulationfor the simulationto stop, it
can be embeddedinside a largersimulationwhich does not stop. Since it is the observations of the beings inside the simulationthatdetermineswhat exists physically, and since
nothing happens from their view point at the terminationpoint when the terminatingsimulation is embedded in the non-stoppingsimulation,the universe must be said to continue
in existence. It is the maximal extension which has existence, for by the Identityof
Indiscernibleswe must (physically) identify terminatingprogramswith their embedding
in the maximal program.(One could use a similarargumentfor assertingthe physical
existence of the maximal evolution from given initial data in the classical general relativity evolution problem.)Furthermore,if it is logically possible for life to continue to exist
forever in some universe, this universe will exist necessarily for all futuretime.
4. Philosophical Implicationsof the Existence (?) of the Omega Point
Suppose the Omega Point really exists. Then even on the most materialisticlevel, the
futureexistence of the Omega Point would assureour civilization of ever growing total
wealth, continually increasingknowledge, and quite literal eternalprogress.This perpetual meliorism is built into the definition of "life existing forever"given above. Of course,
it is a consequence of physics that althoughour civilization may continue forever,our
species Homo sapiens must inevitably become extinct,just as every individualhuman
being must inevitably also die. For as the Omega Point is approached,the temperature
will approachinfinity everywherein the universe, and it is impossible for our type of life
to survive in this environment.(The non-existence of the Omega Point would not help us.
If the universe were open and expandedforever,then the temperaturewould go to zero as
the universe expanded.There is not enough energy in the frigid futureof such a universe
for Homo sapiens to survive. Also, protonsprobablydecay, and we are made up of
atoms, which requireprotons.)
But the death of Homo sapiens is an evil (beyond the death of the humanindividuals)
only for a racist value system. What is humanlyimportantis the fact we think and feel,
not the particularbodily form which clothes the humanpersonality.If the Omega Point
exists, the advance of civilization will continue withoutlimit into the Omega Point. Our
species is an intermediatestep in the infinitely long temporalChainof Being (Lovejoy
1936) that comprises the whole of life in spacetime.An essential step, but still only a
step. In fact, it is a logically necessary consequence of eternalprogressthat our species
become extinct! For we are finite beings, we have definite limits. Our brainscan code
only so much information,we can understandonly rathersimple arguments.If the ascent
of Life into the Omega Point is to occur, one day the most advancedminds must be nonHomo sapiens . The heirs of our civilization must be anotherspecies, and their heirs yet
another,ad infinituminto the Omega Point. We must die - as individuals, as a species
- in orderthat our civilization
might live. But the contributionsto civilization which we
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make as individualswill survive our individualdeaths. Judgingfrom the rapidadvance of
computersat present, I would guess thatthe next stage of intelligent life would be quite
literally informationprocessing machines.At the presentrate,computerswill reach the
humanlevel in informationprocessing and integrationability probablywithin a century,
certainlywithin a thousandyears.
Many find the assuranceof the immortalityof life as a whole cold comfort for their
death as individuals.But recall my discussion of Thomistaeternitas. I pointed out that all
the informationcontainedin the whole of humanhistory,includingevery detail of every
humanlife, will be available for analysis by the collectivity of life in the far future.In
principleat least (again ignoring the difficulty of extractingthe relevantinformationfrom
the overall backgroundnoise), it is possible for life in the far futureto construct,using
this information,an exceedingly accuratesimulationof these past lives: in fact, this simulation is just what a sufficiently close scrutinyof our presentlives by the beings of the
futurewould amountto. And I emphasizedabove thata sufficiently perfect simulationof
a living being would be alive! Whetherthe beings of the futurewould choose to use their
power to do this simulation,I cannot say. But it seems the physical capabilityto carryout
the scrutinywould be there. Furthermore,the drive for total knowledge - which life in
the futuremust seek if it is to survive at all, and which will be achieved only at the
Omega Point - would seem to requirethat such an analysis of the past, and hence such a
simulation,would be carriedout.
I should emphasize that this simulationof people that have lived in the past need not
be limited to just repeatingthe past. Once a simulationof a person and his/her world has
been formed in a computerof sufficient capacity,the simulationcan be allowed to develop further- to think and feel things thatthe long dead originalperson being simulated
never felt and thought.It is not even necessaryfor any of the past to be repeated.The
beings of the futurecould simply begin the simulationwith the brainmemory of the dead
person as it was at the instantof death (or 10 years before, or 20 minutes before, or ...)
implantedin the simulatedbody of the dead person, the body being as it was at age 20 (or
age 70, or...). This body and memorycollection could be set in any simulatedbackgroundenvironmentthe futurebeings wished: a simulatedworld indistinguishablefrom
the long-extinct society and physical universeof the revived dead person, or even a world
thatnever existed, but one as close as logically possible to the idealfantasy world of the
resurrecteddead person. Furthermore,all possible combinationsof resurrecteddead can
placed in the same simulationand allowed to interact.For example, the readercould be
placed in a simulationwith all of his/herancestorsand descendents,each at whateverage
(physical and mental, separately)the futurebeings please. The intelligent beings of the
futurecould interact- speak, say - with their simulatedcreatures,who could learn
about them, about the world outside the simulation,and aboutother simulations.
The simulatedbody could be one thathas been vastly improvedover the one we currently have: the laws of the simulatedworld could be modified to preventa second physical death. We could call the simulated,improvedand undying body a "spiritualbody",for
it will be of the same "stuff' as the humanmind now is: a "thoughtinside a mind" (in
Aristotelianlanguage, "a form inside a form.";in computerlanguage, a virtualmachine
inside a machine). The spiritualbody is thusjust the presentbody (with improvements!)
at a higher level of implementation.3Only as a spiritualbody, only as a computersimulation, is resurrectionpossible without a second death:our currentbodies, implementedin
matter,could not possibly survive the extreme heat near the final singularity.
Although computersimulationresurrectionovercomes the physical barriersto eternal
life of individualhumanbeings, thereremainsa logical problem,namely, the finiteness of
the humanmemory.The humanbraincan store only about 1015bits (Barrowand Tipler
1986, p. 136) [this correspondsto roughly a thousandsubjectiveyears of life], and once
this memory space is exhausted,we can grow no more. Thus it is not clear thatthe undy-
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ing resurrectedlife is appropriatelyregardedas "eternal".There are several options. For
example, the beings of the futurecould guide us to a "perfection"of our finite natures.
Whatever"perfection"means! Depending on the definition, therecould be many "perfections". With sufficient computerpower, it should be possible to calculate what a human
action would result in without the simulationactuallyexperiencing the action, so the
futurebeings would be able to advise us on possible perfectionswithout us having to go
throughthe trial and errorprocedurecharacteristicof this life. If more thanone simulation of the same individualis made, then all of these options could be realized simultaneously. Once an individualis "perfected",the memory of this perfect individualcould be
recordedpermanently- preservedall the way into the Omega Point. The errorsand evil
committed by the imperfectindividualcould be erased (or also permanentlyrecorded).
The perfected individualpersonalitywould be trulyeternal:she would exist for all future
time. Furthermore,when the perfectedpersonalityreachedthe Omega Point, it would
become eternalin the sense of being beyond time.
In his On the Immortalityof the Soul, David Hume raised the following objection to
the idea of a generalresurrectionof the dead: "How to dispose of the infinite numberof
posthumousexistences ought also to embarrassthe religious theory."(Hume 1755;
reprintedin Flew 1964, p. 187). Hume summarizedthe argumentin a later interview with
the famous biographerJames Boswell: ".. [Hume] addedthat it was a most unreasonable
fancy that he should exist forever.That immortality,if it were at all, must be general;that
a greatproportionof the humanrace has hardlyany intellectualqualities;that a great proportiondies in infancy before being possessed of reason;yet all these must be immortal;
that a Porterwho gets drunkby ten o'clock with gin must be immortal;that the trashof
every age must be preserved,and thatnew Universes must be createdto contain such
infinite numbers."(Hume 1776 [1977], p. 77).
The ever-growing numbersof people whom Hume regardedas trashnevertheless
could be preservedforever in our single finite (classical) universe if computercapacity is
createdfast enough. By looking more carefully at the calculations summarizedabove,
one sees that they also show it is physically possible to save forever a certainconstant
percentageof the informationprocessed at a given universaltime. Thus, the computer
capacity will be there to preserveeven drunkenporters,(and perfecteddrunkenporters)
providedonly that the beings of the futurewait long enough before resurrectingthem.
Even though the computercapacity requiredto perfectly simulateis exponentiallyrelated
to the complexity of entity simulated,it is physically possible to resurrectan actual infinity of individuals between now and the Omega Point, even assuming the complexity of the
average individualdiverges as the Omega Point is approached,and guide then all into
perfection.4Total perfectionof all would be achieved at the instantof the Omega Point.
But this preservationcapacity has an even more importantimplication:it means that
the resurrectionis possible even if sufficient informationto resurrectcannot be extracted
from the past light cone. Since the universalcomputercapacity increases without bound
as the Omega Point is approached,it follows thatif only a bare bones descriptionof our
currentworld is stored permanently,then there will inevitably come a time when there
will be sufficient computercapacity to simulateour present-dayworld by simple brute
force: by creatinga simulationof all logically possible variantsof our world. For example, the humangenome can code about 10 to the 106 power possible humans,and the
brainof each could have 2 to the 1015power possible memories.With the computer
power that will eventually become available, the beings of the futurecould simply simulate them all. Just the knowledge of the humangenome would be enough for this. And
even if the record of humangenome is not retaineduntil the computercapacity is sufficient, it would still be possible to resurrectall possible humans,just from the knowledge
it was coded in DNA. Merely simulateall possible life forms thatcould be coded by
DNA (for technical reasons, the numberis finite) and all logically possible humanswill
necessarily be included.. Such a bruteforce method is not very elegant;5I discuss it only
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to demonstratethatresurrectionis unquestionablyphysically possible. And if there is no
other way, it almost certainlywill be done by bruteforce in the drive towardtotal knowledge. In our own drive to understandhow life got startedon our planet, we are in effect
trying to simulate- resurrect- all possible kinds of the simplest life forms which could
spontaneouslyform on the the primitiveearth.
Eternalworldly progressand the hope of individualsurvivalbeyond the grave, usually picturedas polar opposites, turnout to be the same. An interestingfeatureof the
Omega Point Theory is thatit provides a plausiblephysical mechanismfor a universal
resurrection6(for more discussion of the physics of the resurrectionsee (Tipler 1989)).
As Wolfson (1965) has pointed out, resurrectionhas been inconsistentwith the accepted
physics of the day for the past two thousandyears. That has now changed.

Notes
1I am gratefulto FrankBirtel, Michael Heller, WolfhartPannenberg,and John
Wheeler for theircomments on an earlierversion of this paper.This work was supported
in partby the National Science FoundationundergrantnumberPHY-86-03130.
2Unfortunately,Aristotleruinedhis own idea of the soul by soiling it with Platonic
dualism. This mistake led to Aquinas' contradictorynotion of "substantialform".Both
ideas suggest that the personalitysurvives deathnaturally.See Flew (1964, pp. 16-21)
and 1987, pp. 71-87). Moder physics tells us however thatpersonalitydoes not survive
death. When you're dead, you're dead until the resurrection,if it indeed occurs.
3See (HofstadterandDennett 1981, pp. 379-381) for a very brief discussion of the
extremely importantcomputerconcept of "levels of implementation."
4This dependsin a crucialway on the fact thattherewill be an actualinfinity (K0) of
informationprocessedbetweenany finite time and the OmegaPoint. It is an exampleof
what BertrandRussell (1931, p. 358) has termedthe TristramShandyparadox.Tristram
Shandytook two years to writethe historyof the first two days of his life, andcomplained
thatat thatrate,materialwould accumulatefasterthanhe could writeit down. Russell
showed that,if TristramShandylived forever,neverthelessno partof his biographywould
have remainedunwritten.In the case of the OmegaPoint, which literallydoes live forever,
all beings thathave ever lived and will live from now to the end of time can be resurrected
andremembered,even thoughthe time neededto do the resurrectingwill increaseexponentially,a much worse case thanTristramShandyfaced. It is importantthatat any given time
on a classical trajectory,thereis only a finite numberof possible beings which could exist.
If this were not true,then the numberof beings thatwould have to be resurrectedbetween
now and the Final Statemight be the power set of Kg,which is higherorderof infinitythan
K0, and thusresurrectingall possible beings via the bruteforce methodmight be impossible becauseonly R bits can be recordedbetweennow and the Final State.
50ne could also worry about the moralityof such bruteforce resurrection:not only
are the dead being resurrected,but also people who never lived! However, the central
claim of the Many-Worldsphysics and the Many-Worldsmetaphysicsdiscussed above is
that all people and all histories who could exist in fact do. They just don't exist on our
classical trajectory,and so we have no recordof them. So the resurrecteddead would presumedly not care which classical trajectorythey are resurrectedin - theirown trajectory
or anotherone - so long as they are resurrected.
6The versionof eternallife discussedhere is not attractiveto everyone.Whatis happening is thatan exact replicaof ourselvesis being simulatedin the computerminds of the far
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future.The philosopherAntonyFlew, for example,considersit ridiculousto call this "resurrection",and he puts forwardthe 'ReplicaObjection':"No replicahowever perfect,
whetherproducedby God or man, whetherin our Universeor another,could ever be - in
thatprimary,forensic sense - the same personas its original."(Flew 1987, p. 12). "To
punishor to rewarda replica,reconstitutedon JudgementDay, for the sins or the virtuesof
the old Antony Flew dead andcremated,perhapslong years before,is as inept and as unfair
as it would be to rewardor to punishone identicaltwin for whatwas in fact done by the
other."(Flew 1987, p. 9). Flew is wrong aboutour legal system. It does in fact equateidentical computerprograms.If I duplicateda wordprocessingprogramand used it without
paying a royaltyto the programmer,I would be takento court.A claim that"theprogramI
used is not the original,it is merely a replica"would not be acceptedas a defense. I could
also be sued for using withoutpermissionan organismwhose genome has been patented.
Identicaltwins are not identicalpersons.The programswhich aretheirminds differenormously: the memoriescoded in theirneuronsdifferfrom each otherin at least as many
ways as they differ from the memoriesof otherhumanbeings. They are correctlyregarded
as differentpersons.But two beings who areidenticalbothin theirgenes and in theirmind
programsare the same person,andit is appropriateto regardthem as equallyresponsible
legally. I am surprisedthatan empiricistphilosopherlike Flew would make the claim that
entitieswhich cannotbe empiricallydistinguished,even in principle,are neverthelessto be
regardedto be utterlydifferent.Any scientistwould thinkthattwo physicallyindistinguishable systems are to be regardedas the same, both physicallyand legally.
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